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WELCOME!
--------------------



















My name is Depak Holst, and I am here to help you build a successful career as a programmer. I started to program applications for various clients over 20 years ago, and I have trained hundreds of people like you, helping many of them land well-paid jobs at some of the most prestigious companies in the world. I am proficient with the C, C++, C#, HTML5 and JavaScript programming languages, and I offer software training services for aspiring programmers. This site serves as a landing page for potential clients, showcasing a few of my tutorials, and thus helping people determine if they like my teaching style or not.



















HERE'S WHY I THINK YOU WILL ABSOLUTELY LOVE WORKING WITH ME.



















LIVE 1:1 CODING SERVICES


Choose an experienced programmer who can help you overcome any coding obstacle. I will work with you using Zoom or Skype, answering all your questions, and showing you the best solutions to any challenge that you may face.
















BASIC, INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED TOPICS


Use my services to understand basic topics (variables, basic loops, string arrays, etc.), learn intermediate topics (structures, pointers, and so on) or jump straight into advanced topics (polymorphism, inheritance, linked lists, etc.).
















AFFORDABLE PRICE RATES


I know that money can be tight while you are looking for a job; I've been there myself! Don't let a limited budget prevent you from becoming a knowledgeable, well-paid programmer; give me a call and let's discuss how I can be of help.



















GIVE ME A CALL
+1 530-213-6152
GET LIVE CODING HELP























TUTORIAL SAMPLES
-----------------------------
Take a look at a few of my coding examples for beginners below; they should help you decide if you want to use my services or not. You can see more programming samples by clicking the "Tutorials" menu button at the top of the page.









































































Getting Started with Visual Studio Community
MORE
















Building Our First C# Application
MORE
















Writing Custom Windows Forms Code
MORE




















Sources: stackoverflow.com, data-alliance.net



















I tried to learn C++ on my own, but some concepts were too difficult to grasp. Depak has worked with me, using simple programming examples to help me understand every little thing. Thanks to him, I have got a nice programming job in the finance sector. We are friends now, and he is always available when I have a question. I recommend him without any hesitation.
 -----------  Andy Clarke -----------






































ABOUT ME


I started to program when I was a teen. I used Visual Basic back then, but now I build C# code for most of my projects. I love the IT sector, my wife and our dog Charlie (not necessarily in this order ;)
















RECENT TUTORIALS


Writing Custom Windows Forms Code
Working with Characters and Strings
Changing the UI Elements with Code
An Introduction to C# Arrays
















CONTACT ME


Depak Holst
Phone: 530-213-6152
1228 Coplin Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85012






























